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Abstract
Sylvester and Lyapunov operators in real and complex matrix spaces are studied, which
include as particular cases the operators arising in the theory of linear time-invariant systems.
LetM V Fmn ! Fpq be a linear operator, where F D R or F D C. The operatorM is ele-
mentary if there exist matrices A 2 Fpm and B 2 Fqn, such thatMTXU D AXB. EachM
can be represented as a sum of minimum number of elementary operators, called the Sylvester
index ofM. An expression for the Sylvester index of a general linear operatorM is given. An
important tool here is a special permutation operator Vp;m V Fpqmn ! Fpmnq such that
the imageVp;m.BT ⊗ A/ of the matrix of a non-zero elementary operator is equal to the rank
1 matrix vecTAUrowTBU, where vecTXU and rowTXU are the column-wise and row-wise vector
representation of the matrix X. The application ofVp;m reduces a sum of Kronecker products
of matrices to the standard product of two matrices. A linear operator L V Fnn ! Fnn is
a Lyapunov operator if .LTXU/ DLTXU, where the star denotes transposition in the real
case and complex conjugate transposition in the complex case. Characterisations and paramet-
risations of the sets of real and complex Lyapunov operators are given and their dimensions
are found. Relevant Lyapunov indexes for Lyapunov operators are introduced and calculated.
Similar results are given also for several classes of Lyapunov-like linear and pseudo-linear
operators. The concept of Lyapunov singular values of a Lyapunov operator is introduced and
the application of these values to the sensitivity and a posteriori error analysis of Lyapunov
equations is discussed. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and notations
Linear matrix equations and linear matrix operators have been studied since the
pioneering work of Sylvester and Kronecker [17,25,26], see also [1,20,21,29]. Now
there are hundreds of papers, surveys and many books, e.g., [2,3,7,10,11,24,28] de-
voted to the analysis, existence, uniqueness and representation of the solution and
also to the numerical algorithms and software to solve various types of linear matrix
equations. Most of the existing results, however, are connected with particular classes
of such matrix equations. In particular the problem of representing a general linear
matrix operator as a sum of elementary operators seems to be not completely settled
so far.
An important class of linear matrix equations are the Lyapunov equations. Since
the fundamental work of Lyapunov on stability of motion, these matrix equations
have been widely used in stability theory of differential equations [30], in the the-
ory of linear-quadratic optimisation and filtering [19], in the perturbation analysis
of linear and non-linear matrix equations [6,9,12,16] and other fields of pure and
applied mathematics. This has motivated a continuous interest in both the theory and
numerical treatment of Lyapunov operators and equations [4,5,8,22,23,27] and also
recently in the context of the analysis and numerical simulation of descriptor systems
via generalised Lyapunov equations [18]. Some general properties of finite-dimen-
sional Lyapunov operators, however, have not been studied to a sufficient extent.
In particular, the notion of the minimal singular value of a Lyapunov operator is
sometimes misused. Introducing the new concept of Lyapunov singular values of a
Lyapunov operator, some well-known estimates in the sensitivity theory of matrix
equations may be substantially improved.
In this paper, we first investigate the general class of linear matrix operators, the
Sylvester operators, and introduce the Sylvester index of such an operator as the
minimum number of terms in which it can be represented as a sum of elementary
(one-term) Sylvester operators. We then give an explicit expression for the index and
derive a procedure for determining the representation of a general Sylvester operator
as a sum of elementary Sylvester operators.
Furthermore, we study the general class of Lyapunov operators and give charac-
terisations and parametrisations of the sets of real and complex Lyapunov operators.
In particular the dimensions of these spaces are found. We also define and compute
the Lyapunov indexes, which are relevant for Lyapunov operators. Similar results are
derived for six more classes of Lyapunov-like operators. We then introduce the con-
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cept of Lyapunov singular values of Lyapunov operators and show their application
to the perturbation and a posteriori error analysis of Lyapunov equations.
Several classes of Lyapunov-like linear and pseudo-linear operators are also con-
sidered.
We use the following notations.
 N, R and C – the sets of natural, real and complex numbers, | D p−1;
 Fmn – the space of m  n matrices over F, Fn D Fn1, Fn D F1n, where F is R
or C;
 AT, A and AH D AT – the transpose, complex conjugate and complex conjugate
transpose of a matrix A (A stands for AT or AH);
 RgTAU and KerTAU – the image and kernel of the matrix A;
 In – the unit n  n matrix;
 0mn or 0 – the zero m  n matrix or a zero matrix, whose size is clear from the
context (if m D 0 or n D 0 the matrix 0mn is void);
 Ei;j .m; n/ 2 Rmn – the matrix with a single non-zero entry, equal to 1, in posi-
tion .i; j/;
 trTAU, detTAU and rankTAU – the trace, determinant and rank of the matrix A;
 kAk2 D maxTAU – the spectral norm of the matrix A, where max.A/ is the max-
imum singular value of A;
 kAkF D
p
tr.AHA/ – the Frobenius norm of the matrix A (we use the same nota-
tion for the Frobenius norm of a linear operator);
 diag.a; : : : ; b/ – diagonal or block-diagonal matrix with elements or blocks a; : : : ;
b on the main diagonal;
 vecm;nTAU D

aT1 ; : : : ; a
T
n
T 2 Fmn – the column-wise vector representation of the
matrix A D Ta1; : : : ; anU 2 Fmn, aj 2 Fm. We also consider vecm;n as a linear
operator Fmn ! Fmn (the dependence of vecm;n on the matrix dimensions m;n
is usually omitted writing vecTAU), vecn D vecn;n;
 vec−1m;n V Fmn ! Fmn – the inverse of vecm;n V Fmn ! Fmn (here the depen-
dence on at least one of the indexes m;n cannot be omitted), vec−1n D vec−1n;n;
 Pm;n 2 Rmnmn – the vec-permutation matrix such that vecTMTU D Pm;nvecTMU
for M 2 Fmn, Pn D Pn;n;
 rowm;nTAU D .vecTATU/T D T1; : : : ; mU D .vecTAU/TPn;m 2 Fmn – the row-
wise vector representation of the matrix A D TT1 ; : : : ; TmUT 2 Fmn, where i 2
Fn;
 X.n; F/  Fn2n2 – the set of all matrices L 2 Fn2n2 such that LPn D PnL;
 A ⊗ B D Tai;jBU 2 Fpnmq – the Kronecker (tensor) product of the matrices A D
Tai;j U 2 Fpm and B 2 Fnq ;
  TAU D f1TAU; : : : ; kTAUg  RC – the set of singular values 1TAU >    > k
TAU > 0 of the matrix A 2 Fmn, counted according to their algebraic multiplici-
ties, where k D minfm;ng;
 GL.n; F/  Fnn – the group of non-singular matrices;
 Her.n; F/  Fnn – the set of Hermitian matrices, satisfying A D A;
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 CTAU, −TAU and 0TAU – the number of positive, negative and zero eigenvalues
of the matrix A 2 Her.n; F/;
 Sher.n; F/  Fnn – the set of skew-Hermitian matrices, satisfying A D −A;
 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ – the space of linear matrix (Sylvester) operatorsM V Fmn !
Fpq . We abbreviate Lin.m; n; F/ D Lin.m;m; n; n; F/ and Lin.n; F/ D
Lin.n; n; n; n; F/;
 0p;m;n;q and 1m;n – the zero operator from Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ and the unit operator
from Lin.m; n; F/, respectively;
 Mat.M/ D M 2 Fpqmn – the matrix representation of the operatorM 2 Lin.p;
m; n; q; F/, defined by vecTMTXUU D M vecTXU;
 Lyap.n; F/  Lin.n; F/ – the set of Lyapunov operatorsL, such that .LTXU/ D
LTXU.
The singular values i.M/ of an operatorM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ are, by defini-
tion, the singular values i TMU of its matrix representation M , i.e., i.M/ D iTMU.
For operatorsL 2 Lyap.n; F/ we also define Lyapunov singular values ei.L/.
As a rule we use square brackets to denote the values of functions of matrix
arguments as in X 7!MTXU, where X is a matrix. The notation mjn means that
m;n; n=m 2 N. The abbreviation “VD” stands for “equal by definition”
2. Linear matrix operators
2.1. Basic concepts
Denote by Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ the linear space of linear matrix operators M V
Fmn ! Fpq , i.e., MTXU 2 Fpq , X 2 Fmn. In what follows a linear operator
will often depend on a collection of 2r matrices
C VD .A1; B1; : : : ; Ar ; Br/ 2 Rr VD .Fpm  Fnq /r ; (1)
where Ak 2 Fpm, Bk 2 Fnq . To emphasize this dependence we write Er .C/ 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ for the operator itself and Er .C/TXU 2 Fpq for its matrix val-
ue at a given X. Thus we have a family of operators fEr .C/gC2Rr and Er may be
considered as a mapping
Er ./TU V Rr  Fmn ! Fpq; (2)
quadratic in its first argument C 2 Rr and linear in its second argument X 2 Fmn.
Definition 1. The operator E1.A;B/ 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ such that
E1.A;B/TXU VD AXB; X 2 Fmn;
where A 2 Fpm, B 2 Fnq , is called an one-term, or elementary Sylvester operator
with a pair of generating matrices .A;B/.
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The zero operator 0p;m;n;q 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ and the identity operator 1m;n 2
Lin.m; n; F/ are elementary Sylvester operators E1.A;B/ with pairs of generating
matrices .A; 0nq / (or .0pm;B// and .Im; In/, respectively, where A 2 Fpm (or
B 2 Fnq ) is arbitrary. A pair .A;B/, corresponding to the zero operator (with at
least one of its components A or B being zero), is said to be a trivial pair.
A general linear matrix operator M 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ may be determined as
follows. Let pq vectors
mi;j 2 Fmn; i D 1; : : : ; p; j D 1; : : : ; q
be given. Define the linear functionals i;j V Fmn ! F from
i;j TXU VD mTi;j vecTXU 2 F; X 2 Fmn:
Then the operatorM V Fmn ! Fpq , given by
MTXU D i;j TXUp;qi;jD1
is a linear matrix operator. The matrix
M VD Mat.M/ 2 Fpqmn
associated withM, is defined via the equality
vecTLTXUU D MvecTXU
and hence
M D Tm1;1;m2;1; : : : ;mp;1;m1;2;m2;2; : : : ;mp;2; : : : ;m1;q ;m2;q ; : : : ;mp;q UT:
In this formulation a linear matrix operatorM has no particular structure and may be
identified with its matrix representation M 2 Fpqmn according to the commutative
diagram
Fmn M−! Fpq
# vec # vec
Fmn
M−! Fpq
(to recoverM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ from a given M 2 Fpqmn we also need one of
the integers p or q and one of the integers m or n). At the same time any particular
value of a linear matrix operator may be expressed as a sum of matrix products. In
this framework the specific structure of the operator may be revealed as an alternative
to its representation as a general pq  mn matrix. This special structure is encoded
in the mapping (2).
Let a matrix 2r-tuple as defined in (1) be given. Consider a non-zero operator
Er .C/ 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/, which is represented as a sum of r non-zero elementary
Sylvester operators E1.Ak; Bk/, i.e.,
Er .C/TXU VD
rX
kD1
E1.Ak; Bk/TXU D
rX
kD1
AkXBk; X 2 Fmn: (3)
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Operators of the form (3) are called Sylvester operators.
EachM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ may be represented in the form (3), i.e.,M D Er .C/
for some r and C, although this may not be a trivial task.
Applying the vec operation to the expression for Er .C/TXU we get
vecTEr .C/TXUU D Er.C/vecTXU; (4)
where
Er D Er.C/ VD Mat.Er .C// D
rX
kD1
BTk ⊗ Ak 2 Fpqmn (5)
is the matrix, associated with the operatorEr .C/. The matrix Er will also be referred
to as the matrix representation (or briefly the matrix) of the operator Er . Every col-
lection C determines a unique Sylvester operatorEr .C/ through (3) but the converse
is of course not true.
Using the vec operator and its inverse, vec−1p;q V Fpq ! Fpq , any operatorM 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ and its matrix representation M 2 Fpqmn are related via the re-
lations
vecTMTXUU D MvecTXU;
MTXU D vec−1p;q TMvecTXUU; X 2 Fmn:
There exist different integers r 2 N and infinitely many collections C 2 Rr , such
that M has a representation of type (3), i.e., M D Er .C/ for some collection C,
which satisfies the bilinear matrix equation
rX
kD1
BTk ⊗ Ak D M: (6)
Obviously pairs .Ak; Bk/ and .kAk; Bk=k/ give rise to the same Sylvester op-
erator. Another possibility to get different representations of type (3) of the same
operator is when the matrix Mk VD BTk ⊗ Ak of some elementary Sylvester operator
E1.Ak; Bk/ is a linear combination of the matrices of other Sylvester operators.
Example 1. Given A 2 Fmm and B 2 Fnn such that
MTXUDAXB C AX C XB D .A C Im/X.B C In/ − X
DAX.B C In/ C XB D AX C .A C Im/XB;
we see that the operatorM VD E3.A;B;A; In; Im;B/ 2 Lin.m; n; F/ may be rep-
resented in at least three more ways as E2.A C Im;B C In; Im;−In/, E2.A;B C
In; Im;B/ and E2.A; In;A C Im;B/.
The above observations lead to the problem of representing an operator M 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ as a sum of minimum number of elementary Sylvester operators.
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Definition 2. The minimum number ‘ 2 N, such that the non-zero operator M 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ may be represented as a sum of ‘ elementary Sylvester operators,
is said to be the Sylvester index of M and is denoted by indp;m;n;q.M/. The zero
operator is of Sylvester index 1. Any representation ofM as a sum of minimum num-
ber of elementary operators is called a condensed representation. We also abbreviate
indm;n VD indm;m;n;n and indn VD indn;n;n;n.
It follows from this definition that a Sylvester operator is elementary if and only
if it has Sylvester index 1.
Some comments on the Sylvester index are necessary. First of all in the no-
tation for the index of an operator it is possible to omit the dependence on the
dimensions, writing ind.M/, since the dimensions p;m; n; q are implicit in M 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/. However, we prefer to indicate explicitly (with certain redun-
dancy) the dependence of the Sylvester index of M 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ on the
dimensions p;m; n; q in order to have a universal definition, applicable to both the
operatorM and its associated matrix M as shown below. Indeed, the matrix repre-
sentation M ofM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ is of size pq  mn. Let p0, m0, n0, q 0 be any
integers such that p0q 0 D pq and m0n0 D mn. Then M is also the matrix, associat-
ed with another operatorM0 2 Lin.p0;m0; n0; q 0/ with Sylvester index indp0;m0;n0;q 0
.M0/, which may be different from the Sylvester index indp;m;n;q.M/ ofM. How-
ever, for a given matrix M 2 Fpqmn and fixed integers p;m; n; q (when M is
given, it is enough only p and m to be fixed), there is an unique linear operator
M 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ with Mat.M/ D M . Hence it makes sense to define also the
Sylvester index indp;m;n;q TMU for any matrix M 2 Fpqmn as equal to the Sylvester
index of the corresponding linear operatorM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/.
Given p0;m0 2 N and a matrix M 2 Fp0m0 , we may define the maximum (min-
imum) Sylvester index indmax.min/TMU of M as the maximum(minimum) value of
indp;m;n;q TMU over all p;m; n; q 2 N, satisfying pq D p0;mn D m0.
We note also that ind1;1;; D 1. As may be expected, the Sylvester index of a
matrix M 2 Fpqmn is symmetric in the sense that
indp;m;n;q TMU D indq;n;m;pTMU
(see Proposition 4).
Definition 2 applies also to operators Er .C/ in the form (3) and here we write
indp;m;n;q.Er .C//. The Sylvester index of Er .C/ in (3) is at most r but may be
much less.
Example 2. The Sylvester index of the operator
M VD E4.A;B;A;F;E;B;E;F /
as in (3) is at most 4, but in fact it is equal to 1, sinceM is the elementary operator
E1.A C E;B C F/.
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In Examples 1 and 2 some of the elementary Sylvester operators were linear com-
binations of other elementary Sylvester operators in the representation (3). Such el-
ementary operators may be removed from the representation of a general Sylvester
operator according to the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Let an operator Er .C/ as in (3) be given. Then
indp;m;n;q.Er .C// 6 s VD rankTvecTBT1 ⊗ A1U; : : : ; vecTBTr ⊗ Ar UU: (7)
Proof. Suppose that s < r (if s D r there is nothing to prove, since indp;m;n;q.Er
.C// 6 r). Let cj VD vecTBTj ⊗ Aj U 2 Fpmnq and assume w.l.o.g. that the vectors
c1; : : : ; cs are linearly independent. Then every ck with k > s may be expressed as
ck D
sX
jD1
k;j cj ; k;j 2 F:
Hence, for k > s we have
.BTk ⊗ Ak/vecTXU D
sX
jD1
k;j .B
T
j ⊗ Aj/vecTXU
and
AkXBk D
sX
jD1
k;jAjXBj :
Substituting this expression in (3) we obtain
Er .C/TXU D Es .1A1; B1; : : : ; sAs; Bs/TXU D
sX
kD1
kAkXBk;
where k VD PriDsC1 i;k : Hence indp;m;n;q.Er .C// 6 s as claimed. 
It follows from Definition 2 that we may assume that the representation of type
(3) of a Sylvester operator is condensed, i.e., that r D indp;m;n;q .Er .C//. Of course,
starting from a given representation (3) it is not a trivial task to get a condensed one.
Deleting linearly dependent terms in (3) as shown in the proof of Proposition 1 is
in general not sufficient to obtain a condensed representation. We stress also that for
Lyapunov operators a special symmetric representation is useful, see Section 3.
ForM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ we have
kMTXUkF D kvecTMTXUUk2 6 kMk2kvecTXUk2 D kMk2kXkF
with equality holding if vecTXU is a right singular vector of the matrix M , corre-
sponding to its maximum singular value kMk2. Hence, we may define a norm in
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ as follows.
Definition 3. The (Frobenius) norm ofM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ is
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kMkF VD maxfkMTXUkF V kXkF D 1g D kMk2:
Other norms as
kMk; VD maxfkMTXUk V kXk D 1g; ;  > 1;
where k  k is a Hölder norm, may also be used. Here convenient expressions for
k  k; are known only for  D  D 2 whenM is the standard Lyapunov operator
X 7! AX C XA or X 7! AXA − X of (generically) Sylvester index 2, see e.g.
[6,9].
2.2. Representation of a linear matrix operator as a sum of elementary Sylvester
operators
Consider the problem of representing a general linear matrix operatorM with as-
sociated matrix M in the form (3). The dimension (real or complex) of Lin.p;m; n; q;
F/ ’ Fpqmn ’ Fpmnq is pmnq . In particular, for each matrix M 2 Fpqmn there
exists C 2 Rr with r D indp;m;n;q.M/, such that the associated matrix Er.C/ of the
operator Er .C/ 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ is equal to M , i.e., Er.C/ D M .
Given a matrix M 2 Fpqmn and an integer r 2 N, the equation for determining
C of the form (6) is consistent if and only if r > indp;m;n;q TMU. If it is consistent,
then it is also underdetermined and has a multi-parameter family of solutions.
Relation (6) may be considered also as an equation for both r 2 N and C 2 Rr . A
particular solution is obtained as follows. Partition the matrix M 2 Fpqmn into nq
blocks of size p  m as
M D TMi;j U; Mi;j 2 Fpm; i D 1; : : : ; q; j D 1; : : : ; n: (8)
Then M may be written as
M D
q;nX
i;jD1
Ei;j .q; n/ ⊗ Mi;j :
Therefore, in view of (6), a possible solution for C is
Ak D Mi;j ; Bk D Ej;i .n; q/; k D k.i; j/ VD i C .j − 1/q;
in which the number of non-trivial pairs .Ak; Bk/ is the number of non-zero blocks
Mi;j of M , which is at most nq . Thus the resulting operator Er .C/ and hence M
are of Sylvester index at most nq . A similar argument for the transposed operator
from Lin.q; n;m; p; F/ shows that this index is at most pm. Thus we have proved
the following result.
Proposition 2. The Sylvester index of the operatorM 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ satisfies
indp;m;n;q.M/ 6 minfpm; nqg:
A much stronger assertion is given in Proposition 4.
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Next we calculate the Sylvester index of a linear operator and construct a repre-
sentation of type (3). For this purpose we introduce a special linear matrix operator
Vp;m, defined on matrix spaces Fp0m0 when pjp0 and mjm0.
Let p;m;p0;m0 2 N be given integers such that pjp0 and mjm0. Then each
matrix Z 2 Fp0m0 may be partitioned into nq blocks Zi;j of size p  m, where
q VD p0=p, n VD m0=m:
Z D
2
6664
Z1;1 Z1;2    Z1;n
Z2;1 Z2;2    Z2;n
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
Zq;1 Zq;2    Zq;n
3
7775 ; Zi;j 2 Fpm:
Set zi;j VD vecTZi;j U and define the linear operator
Vp;m V Fpqmn ! Fpmnq (9)
from
Vp;mTZU
VD Tz1;1; z2;1; : : : ; zq;1; z1;2; z2;2; : : : ; zq;2; : : : ; z1;n; z2;n; : : : ; zq;nU: (10)
We see thatVp;m is a permutation operator, satisfying
Vp;q Vp;m DVp;q Vp;n DVq;p Vq;m
DVq;p Vq;n D 1p;m;n;q : (11)
Some other properties of the operatorVp;m are described in Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. Let M 2 Fpqmn, A 2 Fpm and B D Tbi;j U 2 Fnq . Then
V1;1TMUD.vecTMU/T;
V1;mnTMUDMT;
Vp;mTMUD.Vq;nTPn;qMPn;mU/T; (12)
Vpq;1TMUDM;
Vpq;mnTMUDvecTMU;
Vp;mTPm;pUDPm;p
and
Vp;mTBT ⊗ AU D rowTBU ⊗ vecTAU D vecTAUrowTBU: (13)
Proof. Relations (12) follow from the definition of Vp;m. To prove (13) we note
that
BT ⊗ AD
n;qX
i;jD1
bi;jEi;j .q; n/ ⊗ A
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D
2
6664
b1;1A b2;1A : : : bn;1A
b1;2A b2;2A : : : bn;2A
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
b1;qA b2;qA : : : bn;qA
3
7775
and hence
Vp;m.B
T ⊗ A/DTb1;1vecTAU; b1;2vecTAU; : : : ; b1;qvecTAU;
b2;1vecTAU; b2;2vecTAU; : : : ; b2;qvecTAU; : : : ;
bn;1vecTAU; bn;2vecTAU; : : : ; bn;qvecTAUU
DrowTBU ⊗ vecTAU D vecTAUrowTBU
as claimed. 
A similar operatorVp;m V Fpqmn ! Fnqpm may also be defined such that the
rows of Vp;mTZU are the row-wise vector representations rowTZi;j U of the p  m
blocks Zi;j of Z, taken in row-wise the order
.1; 1/.1; 2/    .1; n/.2; 1/.2; 2/    .2; n/    .q; 1/.q; 2/    .q; n/:
For definiteness we shall use the operatorVp;m. It allows the reduction of a sum
of Kronecker products of matrices into a product of two matrices. Thus in particular
one may solve efficiently Eq. (6).
Suppose that M 2 Fpqmn is the matrix representation of the operatorM 2 Lin
.p;m; n; q; F/, partitioned as in (8), and set
M# VD Pp;qMPn;m D TM#k;lU; M#k;l 2 Fqn; k D 1; : : : ; p; l D 1; : : : ;m:
Using the operatorV; define the matrices
M VDVp;mTMU
D vecTM1;1U; : : : ; vecTMq;1U; : : : ; vecTM1;nU; : : : ; vecTMq;nU 2 Fpmqn
and
M# VDVq;nTM#U
D vecTM#1;1U; : : : ; vecTM#p;1U; : : : ; vecTM#1;mU; : : : ; vecTM#p;mU 2 Fqnpm:
Now we can determine the Sylvester index of an arbitrary operatorM 2 Lin.p;m; n;
q; F/ and construct a matrix collection C 2 Rr such thatM D Er .C/.
Proposition 4. Let M 2 Fpqmn be the matrix representation of the operatorM 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/. Then
indp;m;n;q.M/ D indp;m;n;q TMU D indq;n;m;pTMU D maxf1; TMUg;
where
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TMU VD rankTMU D rankTM#U:
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3 that for given r 2 N the Eq. (6) for C D
.A1; B1; : : : ; Ar; Br / may be written as a bilinear equation
AB D M (14)
in the unknown matrices
A VD TvecTA1U; vecTA2U; : : : ; vecTAr UU 2 Fpmr ;
B VD TvecTB1U; vecTB2U; : : : ; vecTBr UUTPq;n D
2
6664
rowTB1U
rowTB2U
:::
rowTBr U
3
7775 2 Frnq : (15)
Eqs. (14) and (15) are fundamental for determining the indexes as well as for
the construction of the linear matrix operatorM as a sum of elementary operators,
provided the matrix M ofM is given.
Let Hr TMU  Fpmr  Frnq be the set of solutions of (14). We shall show that
Hr TMU =D ; if and only if r > TMU and hence Eq. (14) is solvable for r D TMU.
The proof is constructive and provides explicit expressions for HTMUTMU.
In the trivial caseM D 0p;m;n;q we have r D 1 by definition and the solution of
(14) may be taken as .A; 01nq/ or .0pm1; B/ with maxfpm; nqg free parameters.
Hence
H1T0p;m;n;qU D
(
Fpm  f01nqg
 [ (f0pm1g  Fnq :
Consider the general caseM =D 0p;m;n;q . It follows from (14) that
TMU 6 minfrankTAU; rankTBUg 6 r:
We shall prove that if r D TMU, then (14) is explicitly solved. Consider the three
possible cases.
1. If r D TMU D pm 6 nq then the solution set is
Hr TMU D
n
.P; P−1M/ V P 2 GL.pm; F/
o
:
2. If r D TMU D nq < mn the solution set is
Hr TMU D
n
.MP−1; P / V P 2 GL.nq; F/
o
:
3. If r D TMU < minfpm; nqg, then M may be decomposed as
M D Udiag(Ir ; 0.pm−r/.nq−r/ V −1;
where U 2 GL.pm; F/, V 2 GL.nq; F/.
Thus the solution set may be represented as
Hr TMU D

U−1

P
0.pm−r/r

;
h
P−1; 0r.nq−r/
i
V

V P 2 GL.r; F/

:
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Similar arguments hold true for the transposed operator with a matrix M#, show-
ing that indp;m;n;q TMU D indq;n;m;pTMU. Note finally that M# D MT, see Proposition
3. 
We see from the proof of Proposition 4 that in the non-trivial caseM =D 0p;m;n;q
the set of all collections C in the condensed representation of M is isomorphic to
GL.r; F/, where r is the Sylvester index ofM. Hence it is an open algebraic variety
(of real or complex dimension r2) in the corresponding Zariski topology.
Example 3. Consider the transposition operatorTm;n 2 Lin.n;m; n;m; F/, acting
asTm;nTXU D XT. The matrix representation ofTm;n is Pm;n. SinceVn;mTPm;nU
D Pm;n (see Proposition 3) and rankTPm;nU D mn, we see that indn;m;n;m.Tm;n/ D
mn. In particular [11] we have
XT D
n;mX
i;jD1
Ei;j .n;m/XEi;j .n;m/:
Consider the case when mn D pq and the operator M 2 Lin.p;m; n; q; F/ is
invertible, i.e., its associated matrix M 2 Fmnmn is non-singular. For some classes
of invertible operators it may be shown that
indp;m;n;q TMU D indm;p;q;nTM−1U: (16)
It is interesting to determine whether (16) holds for all invertible operators M 2
Lin.p;m; n; q; F/.
3. Lyapunov operators
3.1. Real Lyapunov operators
An important class of linear operators are the Lyapunov operators, which are auto-
morphisms in Fnn. In this section, we consider the class of real Lyapunov operators
in Lin.n; R/.
Definition 4. An operatorL 2 Lin.n; R/ is called a real Lyapunov operator if
.LTXU/T DLTXTU; X 2 Rnn:
We denote by Lyap.n; R/  Lin.n; R/ the set of real Lyapunov operators.
It follows from Definition 4 that
X D XT )LTXU D .LTXU/T;
X D −XT )LTXU D −.LTXU/T
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providedL 2 Lyap.n; R/. Hence the subspaces Her.n; R/ of symmetric and Sher
.n; R/ of skew-symmetric real matrices are invariant subspaces for Lyapunov oper-
ators from Lyap.n; R/ (see also [4], where the particular caseLTXU D AX C XA
has been considered).
Below we shall need the operatorVn VDVn;n V Fn2n2 ! Fn2n2 , defined by (9)
and (10) for p D m D n D q , which in the given case is an involutary permutation,
V2n D 1n;n.
Obviously Lyap.n; R/ itself is a linear subspace of Lin.n; R/, which may be
characterised by Proposition 5.
Proposition 5. The following four statements are equivalent:
(i) L 2 Lyap.n; R/.
(ii) There existsM 2 Lin.n; R/, such that
LTXU DMTXU C .MTXTU/T; X 2 Fnn;
i.e.,
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk C BTk XATk

or equivalently
L VD Mat.L/ D
rX
kD1
(
BTk ⊗ Ak C Ak ⊗ BTk

;
where Ak;Bk 2 Rnn are given matrices.
(iii) L 2 X.n; R/, where X.n; R/ is the subspace of real n2  n2 matrices L, satis-
fying the equation PnL D LPn.
(iv) The matrix L VDVn.L/ is symmetric.
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from the definitions. To prove
(iii) we perform vec operation on both sides of the characteristic equation .LTXU/T D
LTXTU of the Lyapunov operatorL with associated matrix L, which gives
vec

.LTXU/T D vec LTXTU ;
PnvecTLTXUU D LvecTXTU;
PnLvecTXU D LPnvecTXU
for all X 2 Rnn and hence PnL D LPn.
To prove (iv) note that the relation
rX
kD1
(
BTk ⊗ Ak C Ak ⊗ BTk
 D L
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from (ii) is an equation for the matrices A1; B1; : : : ; Ar ; Br , similar to (6). After
some calculations we get the following counterpart of the bilinear equation (14) and
(15):
AB C .AB/T D L (17)
and hence the matrix L is symmetric. 
Representations of L 2 Lyap.n; R/ as in Proposition 5(ii) usually arise in the
theory of continuous-time standard and descriptor dynamical systems. They involve
2r terms and may not be condensed in the sense of Definition 2. In particular, the
representation of the Lyapunov operator X 7! DXDT (of Sylvester index 1) in the
form (ii) requires two terms, e.g. r D 1 and A1 D D, B1 D DT=2.
As in the case of a general Sylvester operator M 2 Lin.n; F/, the real Lyapu-
nov operator L 2 Lyap.n; R/ may be represented in a condensed form as a sum
of indn.L/ elementary linear operators (not necessarily Lyapunov) but in this case
the formal symmetry in Proposition 5(ii) may be lost. To preserve this symmetry,
characterising Lyapunov operators, we shall introduce a special symmetric represen-
tation.
Each non-zero operator L 2 Lyap.n; R/ admits the following two symmetric
representations.
The continuous-time representation is of the form
LTXU D
‘cX
kD1
(
AkXBk C BTk XATk

; X 2 Rnn; (18)
while the discrete-time representation is
LTXU D
‘dX
jD1
"jDjXD
T
j ; X 2 Rnn; (19)
where "j D1 and Dj ;Ak; Bk 2Rnn. Obviously 2‘c > indn.L/ and ‘d > indn.L/.
Mixed representations as
LTXU D DXDT C ATX C XA
may be reduced to some of the above two types (18) or (19).
We see that when symmetry is desired, the Sylvester index and the condensed
form according to Definition 2 may not be relevant to Lyapunov operators. This
motivates the introduction of the following modified concepts.
Definition 5. The representations (18) and (19) of L 2 Lyap.n; R/ are said to
be cl-condensed and dl-condensed respectively, if there are no representations of
L of the corresponding types with less terms. The numbers clindn.L/ VD 2‘c and
dlindn.L/ VD ‘d in the cl-condensed representation and in the dl-condensed repre-
sentation are called the continuous-time Lyapunov index and the discrete-time Lyapu-
nov index ofL.
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Example 4. Let 1 > 0 and 2 be reals. Then the operatorL 2 Lin.2; R/, defined
from
LTXU VD

21x1;1 .1 C 2/x1;2
.1 C 2/x2;1 22x2;2

; X D

x1;1 x1;2
x2;1 x2;2

has both its Lyapunov indexes equal to 2. It admits the following cl-condensed
LTXU D AX C XA and dl-condensedLTXU D D1XD1 − D2XD2 representations,
where A VD diag.1; 2/ and
D1 VD diag
p
21;
1 C 2p
21

; D2 VD diag

0;
1 − 2p
21

:
Explicit expressions for the Lyapunov indexes of Lyapunov operators are given
below. Obviously
indn.L/ 6 minfclindn.L/; dlindn.L/g:
In fact we shall show that the Sylvester index of a Lyapunov operatorL is equal
to its discrete-time Lyapunov index, i.e. that indn.L/ D dlindn.L/.
Proposition 6. The continuous-time and the discrete-time Lyapunov indexes of the
non-zero operatorL 2 Lyap.n; R/ are determined from
clindn.L/D2 maxfC.L/; −.L/g;
dlindn.L/DC.L/ C −.L/ D rankTLU:
It follows from Proposition 6 that the Sylvester and the continuous-time Lyapunov
index of an operatorL 2 Lyap.n; R/ coincide, i.e.
indn.L/ D dlindn.L/ 6 clindn.L/:
Proof. Consider first the continuous-time case and set C D AB in Eq. (17). Hence
the number r VD clindn.L/=2 may be computed from
r D min rankTCU V C 2 Rn2n2 ; C C CT D L}:
Denote  VD CTLU,  VD −TLU and γ VD  C . Supposing without loss of gen-
erality that  >  we shall show that r D . Indeed, there exists P 2 GL.n2; R/
such that the matrix L is factorised as L D PDLP T, DL VD diag.2I;−2I; 0n2−γ /.
Setting C D PYP T we obtain that r is the minimum of the ranks of the matrices Y ,
such that Y C Y T D DL. The general form of Y is
Y D
2
64
I C Y1;1 −Y T2;1 −Y T3;1
Y2;1 −I C Y2;2 −Y T3;2
Y3;1 Y3;2 Y3;3
3
75 ; (20)
where the matrices Y1;1 2 Sher.; R/, Y2;1 2 R , Y3;1 2 R.n2−γ /, Y2;2 2 Sher
.; R/, Y3;2 2 R.n2−γ / , Y3;3 2 Sher.n2 − γ; R/ are arbitrary. Suppose w.l.o.g. that
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 > . The eigenvalues .I C Y1;1/ of the matrix I C Y1;1 are equal to 1 C .Y1;1/.
In turn, Y1;1 has its eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, i.e., the eigenvalues of I C
Y1;1 have real part 1. Hence the diagonal block I C Y1;1 of Y in (20) is non-singular
and rankTY U > rankTI C Y1;1U D . Moreover, for certain Y the equality rankTY U D
 is achieved. To see this take Y1;1, Y3;1, Y2;2 and Y3;3 as zero matrices, and let
Y2;1 VD TI; 0.−/U. Then Y2;1Y T2;1 D I and hence2
4 I 0 0−Y2;1 I 0
0 0 In2−γ
3
5 Y D
2
4I −Y T2;1 00 0 0
0 0 0
3
5 ;
which yields rankTY U D . Therefore we may find matrices A, B, satisfying AB C
.AB/T D L with r D . Since the continuous-time representation of a Lyapunov op-
erator has 2r terms, we have proved the first part of the proposition.
Consider now the discrete-time case. Denote
D VD [vecTD1U; : : : ; vecTDr U] 2 Rn2r
and let E 2 GL.r; R/ be a diagonal matrix with elements "j D 1 on the diagonal.
Then the equation
rX
kD1
"k.Dk ⊗ Dk/ D L
for the matrices D1; : : : ;Dk becomes DEDT D L. We have r > γ D rankTLU. Con-
sider again the factorisation L D PDLP T. Partitioning the matrix P as P D TP1; P2U,
P1 2 Rn2γ , we may choose r D γ and D D P1, E D diag.I;−I/. 
According to parts (i) and (iii) of Proposition 5, a matrix L 2 Rn2n2 is the matrix
representation of a Lyapunov operator if and only if it has the symmetry property
PnL D LPn, or, equivalently, L D PnLPn. This leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 7. The subspace X.n; R/  Rn2n2 of matrix representations of real
Lyapunov operators is isomorphic to the subspace
Ker

In2 ⊗ Pn − Pn ⊗ In2
 D Ker Pn ⊗ Pn − In4  Rn4 : (21)
Proof. Multiplying the last equation on the left with Pn and taking into consider-
ation that P2n D In2 , we also get L D PnLPn. The characterisation of X.n; R/ by
the subspace (21) is obtained taking the vec operation on both sides of the equali-
ties PnL − LPn D 0n2n2 and PnLPn − L D 0n2n2 , namely .In2 ⊗ Pn − Pn ⊗
In2/vecTLU D 0n41, etc. 
Next we shall give two explicit parametrisations of the set X.n; R/, which in
particular yield the dimension of the space of real Lyapunov operators. For this pur-
pose we shall need the Jordan form Jn of Pn. The matrix Pn has two eigenvalues:
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1 D 1 with mupltiplicity n1 VD n.n C 1/=2 and 2 D −1 with multiplicity n2 VD
n.n − 1/=2. Thus the Jordan form of Pn is
Jn D HTnPnHn D diag.In1 ;−In2/; (22)
where the orthogonal matrix Hn 2 Rn2n2 may be obtained as follows. The permu-
tation L 7! PnL leaves n rows of L at their positions .k − 1/n C k, k D 1; : : : ; n,
and interchanges the positions of the rows in the remaining n.n − 1/=2 pairs of rows.
Hence there is a permutation matrix H0n, such that
.H0n/TPnH0n D diag

In;

0 1
1 0

; : : : ;

0 1
1 0

:
Let
H00n VD diag

In;

! −!
! !

; : : : ;

! −!
! !

; ! VD 1=p2:
Then (
H0nH00n
T PnH0nH00n D diag.In; 1;−1; : : : ; 1;−1/:
Let H0002 D I4 and, if n > 2, let H000n be the permutation matrix, corresponding to the
permutation n C 2l $ n2 C 1 − 2l, l D 1; : : : ; .n − 1/.n − 2/=2, leaving the other
elements of f1; : : : ; n2g unchanged. Then
Hn D H0nH00nH000n : (23)
Example 5. For n D 2 the transformation of P2 into J2 is done via
H2 D
2
664
1 0 0 0
0 0 ! −!
0 0 ! !
0 1 0 0
3
775 ; J2 D HT2P2H2 D diag.1; 1; 1;−1/:
Proposition 8. The subspace X.n; R/ is parametrised as
X.n; R/DV−1n .Her.n2; R//
D

Hn

L1;1 0
0 L2;2

HTn V Li;i 2 Rnini

:
In particular the (real) dimension of Lyap.n; R/ and X.n; R/ is n21 C n22 D
n2.n2 C 1/=2.
Proof. The first parametrisation of X.n; R/ follows immediately from Proposi-
tion 5(iv) and we see that the dimension of X.n; R/ is that of Her.n2; R/, i.e.,
n2.n2 C 1/=2.
Consider the second parametrisation. The matrix equation PnL D LPn for the
matrix L is equivalent to
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JnbL D bLJn; bL VD HTnLHn: (24)
The general solution of Eq. (24) is of the form bL D diag.L1;1; L2;2/, where the
matrices Li;i 2 Rnini are arbitrary, which completes the proof. 
Example 6. For n D 2 and n D 3 the sets X.2; R/ and X.3; R/ are 10- and 45-
dimensional real spaces with patterns K2 and K3 of the free parameters as follows:
K2 D
2
664
1 2 2 3
4 5 6 7
4 6 5 7
8 9 9 10
3
775 ;
K3 D
2
6666666666664
1 2 3 2 4 5 3 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
7 10 13 8 11 14 9 12 15
25 26 27 26 28 29 27 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
16 19 22 17 20 23 18 21 24
31 34 37 32 35 38 33 36 39
40 41 42 41 43 44 42 44 45
3
7777777777775
:
IfM 2 Lin.n; R/ is a general Sylvester operator, then according to Definition 3
we have
kMkF VD max.M/ VD 1TMat.M/U D maxfkM.X/kF V kXkF D 1g:
Similarly
min.M/ VD n2 TMat.M/U D minfkM.X/kF V kXkF D 1g
and ifM 2 Lin.n; R/ is invertible, then kM−1kF D 1=min.M/.
For Lyapunov operators L 2 Lyap.n; R/, however, in addition to the standard
maximum and minimum singular values max.L/ and min.L/, we may also define
the maximum and minimum Lyapunov singular values
kLkeF VD emax.L/ VD maxfkLTXUkF V kXkF D 1; X D XTg
and
emin.L/ VD minfkLTXUkF V kXkF D 1; X D XTg:
IfL is invertible, then kL−1keF D 1=emin.L/. Obviously
min.L/ 6 emin.L/ 6 emax.L/ 6 max.L/:
Each of these inequalities may be strict, i.e., the inequalities min.L/ < emin.L/
and emax.L/ < max.L/ are possible. Moreover, as we show below, the differencesemin.L/ − min.L/ and max.L/ − emax.L/ may be arbitrarily large, see Exam-
ple 8.
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Let A 2 Rnn and a VD vecTAU 2 Rn2 . The map vec V Rnn ! Rn2 is an iso-
morphism and its inverse vec−1n V Rn
2 ! Rnn is well defined. Using the notation
vec−Tn .a/ D .vec−1n .a//T define the set
Z.n/ VD
n
a 2 Rn2 V vec−1n .a/ D vec−Tn .a/
o
;
corresponding to the symmetric matrices A D vec−1n .a/, which is an n.n C 1/=
2-dimensional subspace of Rn2 . We will show that
Z.n/ D RgTIn2 C PnU D RgTPnU;
where
Pn D TPn;ij U 2 Rn2n.nC1/=2; i; j D 1; : : : ; n;
is an upper block-triangular matrix. The blocks Pn;ij 2 Rnj are defined from
Pn;ij VD
8>>><
>>>:
0nj if i > j;
Ii
0.n−i/i

if i D j;
Eji.n; j/ if i < j:
If L is the matrix representation of L 2 Lyap.n; R/, then we can rewrite the
expression for emax.L/ in the equivalent form
emax.L/Dmax kLak2kak2 V 0 =D a 2 Z.n/

Dmax
kLPnbk2
kPnbk2 V 0 =D b 2 R
n.nC1/=2

DkLQnk2 D maxTLQnU;
where
Qn VD Pn.P Tn Pn/−1 D TQn;ij U 2 Rn
2n.nC1/=2; i; j D 1; : : : ; n (25)
is an upper block-triangular projector .QTnQn D In.nC1/=2/. The blocks Qn;ij 2 Rnj
are given by Qn;ij D 0 if i > j , Qn;11 D T1; 0; : : : ; 0UT 2 Rn, Qn;kk D Tdiag.!Ik−1;
1/; 0UT and Qn;ij D !Eji.n; j/ if i < j , where ! VD 1=
p
2.
The matrices Pn and Qn have the same sign-patterns, the only difference being
that the non-zero elements of Pn are equal to 1, while the non-zero elements of Qn
are equal to 1 or !.
Example 7. The matrices Q2;Q3;Q4 are
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Q2 D
2
664
1 0 0
0 ! 0
0 ! 0
0 0 1
3
775 ; Q3 D
2
6666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ! 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ! 0
0 0 0 ! 0 0
0 0 0 0 ! 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
3
7777777777775
;
Q4 D
2
666666666666666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0
0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3
777777777777777777777777775
:
Similarly, we have for the minimum Lyapunov singular value
emin.L/ D minTLQnU:
Definition 6. The singular values of the matrix LQn are called Lyapunov singular
values of the Lyapunov operatorL with associated matrix L. The set of Lyapunov
singular values ofL is denoted as
e.L/ VD  TLQnU:
To compare the standard and Lyapunov maximum and minimum singular values,
consider the following example.
Example 8. Let the operatorsL1;L2 2 Lyap.n; R/ be determined from
L1TXU VDE11XE22 C E22XE11 − E12XE12 − E21XE21;
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L2TXU VDX C L1TXU; X 2 R22;
where Eij VD Eij .2; 2/ and  > −1=2. Setting Li VD Mat.Li / we have
L1 D
2
664
0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0
3
775 ; L2 D
2
664
1 0 0 0
0 1 C  − 0
0 − 1 C  0
0 0 0 1
3
775 :
Since max.L1/ D 2 and L1Q2 D 043, the maximum singular value max.L1/ D
2jj of the operator L1 may be arbitrarily larger than its maximum Lyapunov sin-
gular value emax.L1/ D 0. Furthermore we have .L2/ D f2 C 1; 1; 1; 1g and
since L2Q2 D Q2 we obtain e.L2/ D f1; 1; 1g. Then for large  the maximum
singular value max.L2/ D 2 C 1 of L2 is arbitrarily larger than its maximum
Lyapunov singular value emax.L2/ D 1. Finally, let  D −1=2 C "=2, where " >
0 is a small parameter. Then the minimum singular value min.L2/ D " of L2
may be arbitrarily smaller than its minimum Lyapunov singular value, which is equal
to 1.
The relationship between the sets of standard and Lyapunov singular values of a
Lyapunov operator is revealed by the following assertion.
Proposition 9. IfL 2 Lyap.n; R/, then e.L/  .L/.
Proof. The set Her.n; R/ is an invariant subspace of the operatorL 2 Lyap.n; R/.
The orthogonal complement of that invariant subspace, the set Sher.n; R/, is also an
invariant subspace ofL. It follows that e.L/  .L/. 
From application viewpoint it is important to define the class of Lyapunov opera-
torsL with Sylvester index indn.L/ 6 2 such that
min.L/ D emin.L/ and max.L/ D emax.L/: (26)
As Example 8 shows, for indn.L/ > 4 it is possible that min.L/ < emin.L/ and/or
max.L/ > emax.L/. Using the results from [4] it may also be shown that for n D 3
and ind3.L/ D 2 relation (26) is not valid in general.
If (26) holds, then for Lyapunov operators that are most used in practice, e.g. for
the descriptor continuous- and discrete-time operatorsLc andLd, given by
LcTXU D ATXE C ETXA; LdTXU D ATXA − ETXE;
it is justified to use the minimum and maximum standard singular values since they
are equal to the corresponding Lyapunov singular values. For general Lyapunov op-
erators, however, it is better to use the Lyapunov singular values, since they produce
sharper bounds.
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Note finally that the converse of Proposition 9 is not true, i.e., the inclusione.M/  .M/ for some M 2 Lin.n; R/ does not imply M 2 Lyap.n; R/, as is
demonstrated in the following example.
Example 9. Let
M D
2
664
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 2 2 0
0 0 0 1
3
775 :
Then
e.M/ D  TMQ2U D fp10; 1; 1g   TMU D fp10; 1; 1; 0g;
but M =2 X.2; R/ and hence the correspondingM is not a Lyapunov operator.
In Example 10, we consider the basic continuous-time and discrete-time Lyapu-
nov operators from Lyap.2; R/.
Example 10. Given the matrix A 2 R22, the continuous-time operator LA;c 2
Lyap.2; R/, defined by
LA;cTXU VD E2.AT; I2; I2; A/ D ATX C XA; X 2 R22
is invertible if and only if trTAU =D 0 and detTAU =D 0. Also, it is of index 1 if and only
if A is a scalar multiple of I2, and of index 2 otherwise.
Given the matrix A 2 R22, the discrete-time operator LA;d 2 Lyap.2; R/,
defined by
LA;dTXU D E2.AT; A; In;−In/ D ATXA − X; X 2 R22
is invertible if and only if detTAU =D 1 and trTAU − detTAU =D 1. It is of index 1 if and
only if A is a scalar multiple of I2, and of index 2 otherwise.
The following example demonstrates that the continuous-time indexes of a Lyapu-
nov operator and its inverse may be different.
Example 11. Let
A D

 1
0 

;
where 0 =D  2 R. Then
LA;cTXUD

2x1;1 x1;1 C 2x1;2
x1;1 C 2x2;1 x2;1 C x1;2 C 2x2;2

;
XDTxi;j U 2 R22;
L−1A;cTY UD l

y1;1 y1;2 − ly1;1
y2;1 − ly1;1 2l2y1;1 − ly2;1 − ly1;2 C y2;2

;
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Y DTyi;j U 2 R22;
where l VD 1=.2/. Hence the matrix LA;c ofLA;c is
LA;c D
2
664
2 0 0 0
1 2 0 0
1 0 2 0
0 1 1 2
3
775 :
The matrix
V2.LA;c/ D
2
664
2 1 0 2
1 0 0 1
0 0 2 0
2 1 0 2
3
775
has two eigenvalues 2  p42 C 2 of opposite sign and two zero eigenvalues.
Hence
clind2.LA;c/ D dlind2.LA;c/ D 2:
The matrix V2.L−1A;c/ 2 Her.4; R/ has two eigenvalues of the same sign and two
zero eigenvalues which gives
dlind2.L−1A;c/ D 2; clind2.L−1A;c/ D 4:
If e.g.  > 0 we have the following discrete-time representation ofL−1A;c
L−1A;cTY U D D1YDT1 C D2YDT2 ;
where
D1 VD
p
l

1 0
−l 1

; D2 VD l
p
l

0 0
1 0

:
3.2. Complex Lyapunov operators
The results, obtained for real Lyapunov operators, have their counterparts for
complex Lyapunov operators, defined next.
An operator M 2 Lin.n; C/ may always be represented in the form (3), where
Ak;Bk 2 Cnn. Definition 3 is directly applicable to such operators and Proposi-
tion 4 holds as well. Definition 4 is modified as follows.
Definition 7. The complex operatorL 2 Lin.n; C/ is said to be a Lyapunov oper-
ator if
.LTXU/H DLTXHU; X 2 Cnn:
The set of complex Lyapunov operators is denoted by Lyap.n; C/.
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It follows from Definition 7 that
X D XH )LTXU D .LTXU/H;
X D −XH )LTXU D −.LTXU/H
provided L 2 Lyap.n; C/. Therefore Her.n; C/ and Sher.n; C/ are invariant sets
for complex Lyapunov operators.
In the complex case, due to the non-linearity of the complex conjugation, the
set Lyap.n; C/  Lin.n; C/ of Lyapunov operators is not a subspace of Lin.n; C/
and the set X.n; C/  Cn2n2 is not a subspace of Cn2n2 (these sets may become
subspaces if we consider linear spaces of complex matrices with R as a field of
scalars or if we pass to the representation Cn2n2 ’ R2n22n2 ).
We have the following analogue of Proposition 5 in the complex case.
Proposition 10. The following four statements are equivalent:
(i) L 2 Lyap.n; C/.
(ii) There existsM 2 Lin.n; C/, such that
LTXU DMTXU C .MTXHU/H; X 2 Cnn;
i.e.,
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk C BHk XAHk

and
L VD Mat.L/ D
rX
kD1
(
BTk ⊗ Ak C Ak ⊗ BHk

;
where Ak;Bk 2 Cnn are given matrices.
(iii) L 2 X.n; C/, where X.n; C/ is the set of complex n2  n2 matrices L, satisfy-
ing the equation PnL D LPn.
(iv) The matrix L VDVn.L/ is Hermitian.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5. In particular we have the equa-
tion
AB C .AB/H D L;
showing that L is Hermitian. 
If we represent L 2 Cn2n2 as L D S C |T , where S; T 2 Rn2n2 , then Proposi-
tion 10(iii) yields
PnS D SPn; PnT D −TPn: (27)
Hence we come to the following analogues of Propositions 7 and 8.
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Proposition 11. The set X.n; C/  Cn2n2 of matrix representations of complex
Lyapunov operators is isomorphic to the subspace
Ker

diag
(
In2 ⊗ Pn − Pn ⊗ In2 ; In2 ⊗ Pn C Pn ⊗ In2

D Ker diag (Pn ⊗ Pn − In4 ;Pn ⊗ Pn C In4  R2n4 :
Proof. The proof follows directly from (27). 
Using the Jordan form (22) of Pn and the matrix Hn from (23) we can para-
metrize the set X.n; C/ and determine its real dimension according to the following
proposition.
Proposition 12. The set X.n; C/ is parametrised as
X.n; C/DV−1n .Her.n2; C//
D

Hn

L1;1 |L1;2
|L2;1 L2;2

HTn V Li;j 2 Rninj

:
In particular the real dimension of Lyap.n; C/ and X.n; C/ is n4.
Proof. The first representation follows from Proposition 10(iv). The second one is
based on Eq. (27) for the matrices S and T . Using the Jordan form Jn of Pn we
obtain the equivalent equations
JnbS D bSJn; bS VD HTnSHn; JnbT D −bT Jn; bT VD HTnTHn: (28)
The general solution of (28) is of the form
bS D L1;1 00 L2;2

; bT D  0 L1;2
L2;1 0

;
where the matrices Li;j 2 Rninj are arbitrary. The proof is complete. 
Similarly to the real case, a complex Lyapunov operatorL 2 Lyap.n; C/ admits
also the Hermitian representation
LTXU D
‘dX
jD1
"jDjXDj
H;
where "j D 1 and Dj 2 Cnn. Accordingly, the concepts from Definition 5 are
easily extended to the case of complex Lyapunov operators. In particular we see that
Proposition 6 holds true also in the complex case.
The maximum and minimum Lyapunov singular values of the operatorL 2 Lyap
.n; C/are defined as
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emax.L/ VDmaxfkLTXUkF V kXkF D 1; X D XHg; (29)emin.L/ VDminfkLTXUkF V kXkF D 1; X D XHg;
respectively.
The Lyapunov singular values of a complex Lyapunov operatorL 2 Lyap.n; C/
with matrix
L D S C |T ; S 2 Her.n; R/; T 2 Sher.n; R/
are defined as follows. Let
LR VD

S −T
T S

2 R2n2n
be the realification of L. Let X D Y C |Z; Y;Z 2 Rnn. Then the restriction X D
XH in (29) means that Y is symmetric and Z is skew-symmetric, i.e.,
y VD vecTY U 2 RgTIn2 − PnU; z VD vecTZU 2 RgTIn2 C PnU:
Furthermore, we have
kLTXUkF D
∥∥∥∥LR

y
z
∥∥∥∥
2
:
Therefore, as in the real case, we obtain
emax.L/ D kWnTLUk2 D 1TWnTLUU; emin.L/ D n2 TWnTLUU;
where the matrix WnTLU is defined from
WnTLU VD LRdiag.Qn;Rn/ D

SQn −T Rn
T Qn SRn

2 R2n2n:
Here the matrix Rn 2 Rn2n.n−1/=2 is obtained from Qn (see (25) and Example 7)
by deleting the columns containing 1’s (which are numbered as k.k C 1/=2, k D
1; : : : ; n) and by changing the sign of each second element ! in each column of the
reduced matrix. Formally this procedure is described as follows. Let
Dn D TDnUi;j VD Ti.iC1/=2;j U 2 Rn.nC1/=2n.n−1/=2;
where i;j is the Kronecker delta, and
J VD f.kn C l; k.k − 1/=2 C l/ V k D 1; : : : ; n − 1; l D 1; : : : ; kg:
Then the elements TRnUi;j of the matrix Rn are given by
TRnUi;j D
 TQnDnUi;j if .i; j/ =2 J;
−TQnDnUi;j if .i; j/ 2 J:
Example 12. The matrices R2; R3; R4 are
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R2 D
2
664
0
!
−!
0
3
775 ; R3 D
2
6666666666664
0 0 0
! 0 0
0 −! 0
−! 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 !
0 −! 0
0 0 −!
0 0 0
3
7777777777775
;
R4 D
2
666666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 0 0 0
! 0 0 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ! 0 0
−! 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ! 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ! 0
0 −! 0 0 0 0
0 0 −! 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 !
0 0 0 −! 0 0
0 0 0 0 −! 0
0 0 0 0 0 −!
0 0 0 0 0 0
3
777777777777777777777777775
:
Definition 8. The Lyapunov singular values of the complex Lyapunov operator
L 2 Lyap.n; C/ with associated matrix L 2 X.n; C/ are the singular values of the
matrix WnTLU:
e.L/ VD  TWnTLUU:
A similar statement e.L/  .L/ as in the real case can be stated for complex
Lyapunov operatorsL.
Consider now some problems concerning the inversion of Lyapunov operators.
The operatorL 2 Lyap.n; F/ is invertible if and only if its matrix L is non-singular,
and Mat.L−1/ D L−1. In addition, the inverse of a Lyapunov operator is again
a Lyapunov L operator since for L 2 GL.n2; F/ the equations PnL D LPn and
PnL−1 D L−1Pn are equivalent. Conditions for invertibility of general real and
complex Lyapunov operators are given in [13].
Note finally that the continuous-time Lyapunov indexes of a Lyapunov operator
and its inverse may differ, see Example 11.
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3.3. Lyapunov-like operators
In this section we consider six more classes of Lyapunov operators and present
their parametrisations and dimensions in particular. The proofs are similar to these
from Section 3.2 and are omitted.
3.3.1. Skew-Lyapunov operators
1. Real case. Real skew-Lyapunov operatorsL from Lin.n; R/ are defined from
.LTXU/T D −LTXTU; X 2 Rnn
and may be represented as
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk − BTk XATk

; Ak; Bk 2 Rnn: (30)
The matrix L 2 Rn2n2 of a skew-Lyapunov operator satisfies PnL D −LPn and
has the form
L D Hn

0 L1;2
L2;1 0

HTn;
where the matrices Li;j 2 Rninj are arbitrary. Hence the space of real skew-
Lyapunov operators is of dimension 2n1n2 D n2.n2 − 1/=2. Since for real skew-
Lyapunov operators we have
AB − .AB/T D L;
where the matrices A and B are defined in (15), then the matrix L VDVn.L/ here is
skew-symmetric.
2. Complex case. Complex skew-Lyapunov operators L from Lin.n; C/ are
defined by the relation
.LTXU/H D −LTXHU; X 2 Cnn
and may be represented as
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk − BkHXAkH

; Ak; Bk 2 Cnn: (31)
The matrix L D S C |T 2 Rn2n2 ; S; T 2 Rn2n2 , of a complex skew-Lyapunov
operatorL satisfies the equation PnL D −LPn and hence PnS D −SPn, PnT D
TPn. Thus
L D Hn

|L1;1 L1;2
L2;1 |L2;2

HTn;
where the matrices Li;j 2 Rninj are arbitrary. Hence the space of complex skew-
Lyapunov operators is of real dimension n4. The matrix L VDVn.L/ for a complex
skew-Lyapunov operatorL is skew-Hermitian since
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AB − .AB/H D L:
3. Skew-Lyapunov index of skew-Lyapunov operators. The skew-Lyapunov index
of a skew-Lyapunov operator is defined as the minimum number of terms in the
representations (30) or (31) and may be determined as follows.
Consider the equation C − C D L in C VD AB for a skew-Lyapunov operator.
The matrix L is congruent to the matrix
diag

0 −1
1 0

; : : : ;

0 −1
1 0

; 0.n2−2r/.n2−2r/

with r blocks of size 2  2 on the diagonal in the real case, and to the matrix
diag
(
{I;−{I; 0.n2−γ /.n2−γ /

in the complex case, where γ VD  C  D rankTLU. Hence the minimum achievable
rank of C is the rank of L. Thus the skew-Lyapunov index of the skew-Lyapunov op-
eratorL 2 Lin.n; F/ with matrix L is equal to the rank of the matrix L VDVn.L/.
3.3.2. Associated Lyapunov operators
Associated Lyapunov and Riccati equations have been considered in [15] in the
real case and in [14] in the complex case. Below we present the parametrisations of
associated Lyapunov operators.
1. Real case. Real associated Lyapunov operatorsL from Lin.n; R/ are defined
from
.LTXU/T DLTXU; X 2 Rnn;
and are given by
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk C BTk XTATk

; Ak; Bk 2 Rnn:
The matrix
L D
rX
kD1
(
BTk ⊗ Ak C Ak ⊗ BTk Pn
 2 Rn2n2
of the associated Lyapunov operatorL satisfies PnL D L and has the form
L D Hn

L1
0n2n2

HTn;
where the matrix L1 2 Rn1n2 is arbitrary. Hence the space of real associated Lyapu-
nov operators is of dimension n3.n C 1/=2. It may be shown that Li;j D LTi;j , where
Li;j are the n  n blocks in the partition L D TLi;j U of the matrix L VDVnTLU.
2. Complex case. Complex associated Lyapunov operators Cnn ! Cnn are
defined by
.LTXU/H DLTXU; X 2 Cnn
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and may be represented as
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk C BkHXHAkH

; Ak; Bk 2 Cnn:
Complex associated Lyapunov operators are not linear, but pseudo-linear opera-
tors, see [14]. For pseudo-linear operatorsL V Cnn ! Cnn we have
LTXU DM1TXU CM2TXHU; Mi 2 Lin.n; C/
and
vecTLTXUU D M1vecTXU C M2PnvecTXU; Mi VD Mat.Mi /:
Thus the set of these pseudo-linear operators is of complex dimension 2n4.
After some calculations we see that for a complex associated Lyapunov operator
it is fulfilled M2 D M1, i.e.,
vecTLTXUU D KvecTXU C KvecTXU; K 2 Cnn:
Hence the set of complex associated Lyapunov operators is of complex dimension
n4.
The values of an associated Lyapunov operator are symmetric matrices in the
real case and Hermitian matrices in the complex case. Hence these operators are
not surjective if considered as mappings Fnn ! Fnn. Hence one should consider
associated Lyapunov operators as mappings Fnn ! Her.n; F/.
3.3.3. Associated skew-Lyapunov operators
1. Real case. Real associated skew-Lyapunov operators L from Lin.n; R/ are
defined from
.LTXU/T D −LTXU; X 2 Rnn
and may be represented as
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk − BTk XTATk

; Ak; Bk 2 Rnn:
The matrix
L D
rX
kD1
(
BTk ⊗ Ak −
(
Ak ⊗ BTk Pn
 2 Rn2n2
of an associated skew-Lyapunov operator satisfies PnL D −L and has the form
L D Hn

0n1n2
L2

HTn;
where the matrix L2 2 Rn2n2 is arbitrary. Hence the space of real associated skew-
Lyapunov operators is of dimension n2n2 D n3.n − 1/=2.
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It may be proved that Li;j D −LTi;j , where Li;j are the n  n blocks in the parti-
tion of the matrix L VDVnTLU.
2. Complex case. Complex associated skew-Lyapunov operators Cnn ! Cnn
are determined by
.LTXU/H D −LTXU; X 2 Cnn
and may be represented as
LTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBk − BkHXHAkH

; Ak; Bk 2 Cnn:
These operators are pseudo-linear and satisfy
vecTLTXUU D KvecTXU − KvecTXU; K 2 Cnn:
Thus the set of complex associated skew-Lyapunov operators is of complex di-
mension n4.
The values of associated skew-Lyapunov operator are skew-symmetric matrices
(in the real case) or skew-Hermitian matrices (in the complex case) and these op-
erators are not surjective if considered as mappings Fnn ! Fnn. Hence one may
consider associated skew-Lyapunov operators as mappings Cnn ! Sher.n; F/.
3.4. Bilinear and quadratic matrix operators
Real bilinear matrix operatorsB V Rm0n0  Rm00n00 ! Rpq are defined from
BTX;Y U D
rX
kD1
AkXBkYCk; Ak 2 Rpm0 ; Bk 2 Rn0m00 ; Ck 2 Rn00q :
For m0 D m00 D m and n0 D n00 D n we have the real quadratic operator Q V Rmn
! Rpq , determined from
QTXU D
rX
kD1
AkXBkXCk; Ak 2 Rpm; Bk 2 Rnm; Ck 2 Rnq :
Real symmetric quadratic (or real Riccati) operators are given by .QTXU/T D
QTXTU, i.e.,
QTXU D
rX
kD1
(
AkXBkXCk C CTk XBTk XATk

:
As for linear operators, we may define the index of a bilinear and a quadratic operator
as well as the Riccati index of a Riccati operator.
Similar problems may be posed for complex bilinear, quadratic and Riccati oper-
ators.
At present little is known for the indexes of such operators. However, the index
of the quadratic operator Q V Fmn ! Fpq may easily be determined when n D 1.
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Indeed, let Q be given by mp quadratic forms !i;j TXU VD XQi;j X; i D 1; : : : ;m,
j D 1; : : : ; p, where Qi;j 2 Her.n; F/. Let the n  pmn matrix Q be formed by the
columns of the matrices Qi;j . Then the index ofQ is the number of non-zero columns
of the matrix Q, and the matrices Ak, Bk , Ck may easily be constructed from the data
Qi;j . The next example gives the idea how to do that.
Example 13. Let p D m D 3, n D q D 1. Then the real quadratic operator Q V R3
! R3 is defined by three matrices Q.k/ D Tq.k/i;j U 2 Her.3; R/,
QTXU D
h
XTQ.1/X;XTQ.2/X;XTQ.3/X
iT
:
Suppose that the matrix Q VD TQ.1/;Q.2/;Q.3/U 2 R39 has no zero columns. Then
Q is of index 9 and may be represented as
QTXU D
3;3X
i;jD1
Ei;j .3; 3/XBi;jX;
where
Bi;1 VD Tq.i/1;1; 2q.i/1;2; 2q.i/1;3U; Bi;2 VD T0; q.i/2;2; 2q.i/2;3U; Bi;3 VD T0; 0; q.i/3;3U:
4. Computational aspects
The proofs of Propositions 4 and 6 are constructive since they describe procedures
to compute the matrices Ak, Bk , Dj in the representations of a Sylvester operator
M with matrix M or a Lyapunov operator L with matrix L. For this purpose the
decompositions
M VDVp;mTMU D Udiag
(
Ir ; 0.pm−r/.nq−r/

V −1
and
L VDVnTLU D Pdiag
(
2I;−2I; 0.n2−γ /.n2−γ /

P 
have been used, where U 2 GL.pm; F/, V 2 GL.nq; F/ and P 2 GL.n2; F/. How-
ever, from computational point of view it is preferable to use unitary (or orthogonal
in the real case) instead of general linear transformations. Choosing U , V and P as
unitary or orthogonal matrices we have
M D U diag (1TMU; : : : ; r TMU; 0.pm−r/.nq−r/V 
and
L D P diag (K;−K; 0.n2−γ /.n2−γ /P ;
where K and −K are diagonal matrices, containing the positive and negative
eigenvalues of L, respectively. In this way, given the matrices M or L, the
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computation of the matrices Ak , Bk , Dj in the representations of the operatorsM
andL may be done in a numerically stable way.
So far we have made an analysis of general Sylvester and Lyapunov operators.
In the following section, we discuss the application of these results to the sensitivity
and a posteriori error analysis of Lyapunov equations.
5. Application to the sensitivity and error analysis of Lyapunov equations
Consider the Hermitian Lyapunov equation
LTXU D Q; QH D Q =D 0 (32)
with an invertible Lyapunov operator L. The minimum symmetric singular valueemin.L/ ofL is a relevant measure for the sensitivity of the Lyapunov equation (32)
relative to perturbations in the coefficient matrices ofL and Hermitian perturbations
DQ D DQH in the matrix Q.
Denote by X0 D XH0 DL−1TQU the solution of (32) and let X D X0 C DX be
the solution to the perturbed Lyapunov equationL.X/ D Q C DQ. We have DX D
L−1TDQU and hence
kDXkF 6 kL−1keFkDQkF D 1emin.L/kDQkF:
In terms of relative perturbations it is fulfilled that
X 6 eQ; e VD 1emin.L/ kQkFkPkF ;
where Z VD kDZkF=kZkF and e is the relative condition number of the Lyapunov
equation (32) with respect to Hermitian perturbations in Q. Note that usually Q D
DHD and when the matrix D is perturbed then the perturbation DQ D DDHD C
DHDD C DDHDD in Q is Hermitian.
Most of the perturbation bounds in the literature [6,9] are based on min.L/ in-
stead onemin.L/, e.g. the condition number is taken as  VD kQkF=.kPkFmin.L//.
Since  > e may be much larger thane, it is clear that in case of Hermitian perturba-
tions one should use the relevant sensitivity estimates, based on symmetric singular
values instead on standard singular values of Lyapunov operators. At the same time
sensitivity estimates, based on the standard singular values, should be used in case
of non-Hermitian perturbations.
Consider now the a posteriori error analysis of Eq. (32). Suppose that bX is an
approximate solution of Eq. (32). For example this may be the solution, produced by
a numerical method in finite arithmetics (e.g. in floating-point computing environ-
ment). Then it is important to have a sharp computable bound on the actual relative
error
bX VD k
bX − X0kF
kX0kF :
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Such a tight bound may be derived using the symmetric singular values ofL and in
particular the symmetric relative condition number ofL, defined below.
Denote by bQ VDLTbXU the residual, corresponding to the approximate solutionbX. We haveLTbX − X0U D bQ − Q; which gives bX − X0 DL−1TbQ − QU and
kbX − X0kF 6 kbQ − QkFemin.L/ : (33)
Since kQkF 6 emax.L/kX0kF it is fulfilled that
1
kX0kF 6
emax.L/
kQkF : (34)
Combining (33) and (34) we get the desired estimate
bX 6 gcond2.L/kbQ − QkFkQkF ;
where
gcond2.L/ VD emax.L/emin.L/
is the symmetric relative condition number of L with respect to inversion. This
condition number may be used also for a posteriori error analysis of approximate
solutions to symmetric matrix Riccati equations.
6. Conclusions and unsolved problems
The paper presents some new concepts and properties related to general Sylvester
and Lyapunov operators and some of their applications. In particular the Sylvester
index of a linear matrix operator is defined (as the minimum number of elementary
Sylvester operators, necessary to determine the initial operator) and explicitely com-
puted. Full characterizations of the spaces of real and complex Lyapunov operators
are also given. The calculation of the Sylvester index is based on the possibility to
solve exactly a bilinear matrix equation of the type AB D M in the unknown matrices
A and B. Given a representation of a linear operator as a sum of elementary operators,
it is easy to find its associated matrix. The inverse problem, namely to determine the
representation of an operator as a sum of elementary operators on the basis of its
associated matrix, is more difficult. Solving the above bilinear matrix equation one
gets also the representation of the operator as a condensed sum of elementary oper-
ators, depending on the associated matrix. An interesting and yet unsolved problem
is to approximate a given linear matrix operator by a sum of elementary operators,
whose number is less than its Sylvester index. A possible approach is to solve the
non-linear least squares problem kAB − Mk ! min.
For Lyapunov operator special symmetric representations are derived and the cor-
responding Lyapunov indexes are defined in addition to the Sylvester index. Similar
problems arise for skew-Lyapunov and associated skew-Lyapunov operators.
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The same concepts may be introduced for bilinear, quadratic and Riccati matrix
operators, as well as for polynomial operators of higher order in both the real and
complex cases. In this area there are practically no results.
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